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a prize winning historian reveals how stalin not hitler was the animating force of world war ii in this major new history world war ii endures
in the popular imagination as a heroic struggle between good and evil with villainous hitler driving its events but hitler was not in power
when the conflict erupted in asia and he was certainly dead before it ended his armies did not fight in multiple theaters his empire did not span
the eurasian continent and he did not inherit any of the spoils of war that central role belonged to joseph stalin the second world war was
not hitler s war it was stalin s war drawing on ambitious new research in soviet european and us archives stalin s war revolutionizes our
understanding of this global conflict by moving its epicenter to the east hitler s genocidal ambition may have helped unleash armageddon but
as mcmeekin shows the war which emerged in europe in september 1939 was the one stalin wanted not hitler so too did the pacific war of 1941
1945 fulfill stalin s goal of unleashing a devastating war of attrition between japan and the anglo saxon capitalist powers he viewed as
his ultimate adversary mcmeekin also reveals the extent to which soviet communism was rescued by the us and britain s self defeating
strategic moves beginning with lend lease aid as american and british supply boards agreed almost blindly to every soviet demand stalin s war
machine mcmeekin shows was substantially reliant on american materi�l from warplanes tanks trucks jeeps motorcycles fuel ammunition and
explosives to industrial inputs and technology transfer to the foodstuffs which fed the red army this unreciprocated american generosity
gave stalin s armies the mobile striking power to conquer most of eurasia from berlin to beijing for communism a groundbreaking reassessment
of the second world war stalin s war is essential reading for anyone looking to understand the current world order the battle for moscow
was the biggest battle of world war ii the biggest battle of all time and yet it is far less known than stalingrad which involved about half
the number of troops from the time hitler launched his assault on moscow on september 30 1941 to april 20 1942 seven million troops were
engaged in this titanic struggle the combined losses of both sides those killed taken prisoner or severely wounded were 2 5 million of which
nearly 2 million were on the soviet side but the soviet capital narrowly survived and for the first time the german blitzkrieg ended in failure
this shattered hitler s dream of a swift victory over the soviet union and radically changed the course of the war the full story of this epic
battle has never been told because it undermines the sanitized soviet accounts of the war which portray stalin as a military genius and his
people as heroically united against the german invader stalin s blunders incompetence and brutality made it possible for german troops to
approach the outskirts of moscow this triggered panic in the city with looting strikes and outbreaks of previously unimaginable violence
about half the city s population fled but hitler s blunders would soon loom even larger sending his troops to attack the soviet union
without winter uniforms insisting on an immediate german reign of terror and refusing to heed his generals pleas that he allow them to attack
moscow as quickly as possible in the end hitler s mistakes trumped stalin s mistakes drawing on recently declassified documents from soviet
archives including files of the dreaded nkvd on accounts of survivors and of children of top soviet military and government officials and on
reports of western diplomats and correspondents the greatest battle finally illuminates the full story of a clash between two systems
based on sheer terror and relentless slaughter even as moscow s fate hung in the balance the united states and britain were discovering how
wily a partner stalin would turn out to be in the fight against hitler and how eager he was to push his demands for a postwar empire in
eastern europe in addition to chronicling the bloodshed andrew nagorski takes the reader behind the scenes of the early negotiations between
hitler and stalin and then between stalin roosevelt and churchill this is a remarkable addition to the history of world war ii on june 22
1941 just less than two years after signing the nazi soviet agreements adolf hitler s german army invaded the soviet union the attack hardly
came as a surprise to josef stalin in fact history has long held that stalin spent the two intervening years building up his defenses against a
nazi attack with the gradual declassifying of former soviet documents though historians are learning more and more about stalin s grand
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plan during the years 1939 1941 longtime soviet expert albert l weeks has studied the newly released information and come to a different
conclusion about the soviet union s pre war buildup it was not precaution against german invasion at all in fact weeks argues the evidence
now suggests soviet mobilization was aimed at an eventual invasion of nazi germany the soviets were quietly biding their time between 1939
and 1941 allowing the capitalist powers to destroy one another all the while preparing for their own westward march stalin weeks shows
wasn t waiting for a nazi attack hitler simply beat him to the punch this book documents dictator joseph stalin s brilliant tactics as well
as missteps in taking preemptive actions that guaranteed ultimate victory over the german invaders it also covers the policies implemented
after the war that made the soviet union a menace to world peace and led to collapse of soviet rule a detailed reexamination of historical
facts indicates that stalin could deserve to be regarded as a great leader yet stalin clearly failed as his nation s leader in a post world
war ii milieu where he delivered the cold war instead of rapid progress and global cooperation it is the proof of both stalin s brilliance and
blunders that makes him such a fascinating figure in modern history today most of the russian population acknowledges that stalin achieved
greatness the soviet dictator s honored place in history is largely due to stalin successfully attending to the soviet union s defense needs in
the 1930s and 1940s and leading the ussr to victory in the war on the eastern front against nazi germany and its allies this book provides
an overdue critical investigation of how the soviet leader s domestic and foreign policies actually helped produce this victory and above all
how stalin s timely support of a wartime alliance with the western capitalist democracies assured the defeat of the axis powers in 1945 the
most important speeches and orders of the day of marshal stalin from june 22 1941 until victory over nazi germany editor s note a
masterful account culminating in the fateful days before hitler s invasion of the soviet union june 1941 offers penetrating insights and a new
portrait of hitler and stalin edwin hoyt s thoroughly researched tome is the first ever to chronicle the soviet german war as seen through
stalin s eyes this is a study of the responses of the soviet union to the european crises which led to world war ii it is based on a substantial
body of political and diplomatic documents that has become accessible to scholars since the opening up of former soviet archives in 1992
from the author of the last tsar the first full scale life of stalin to have what no previous biography has fully obtained the facts granted
privileged access to russia s secret archives edvard radzinsky paints a picture of the soviet strongman as more calculating ruthless and
blood crazed than has ever been described or imagined stalin was a man for whom power was all terror a useful weapon and deceit a
constant companion as radzinsky narrates the high drama of stalin s epic quest for domination first within the communist party then over the
soviet union and the world he uncovers the startling truth about this most enigmatic of historical figures only now in the post soviet era
can what was suppressed be told stalin s long denied involvement with terrorism as a young revolutionary the crucial importance of his
misunderstood behind the scenes role during the october revolution his often hostile relationship with lenin the details of his organization of
terror culminating in the infamous show trials of the 1930s his secret dealings with hitler and how they backfired and the horrifying plans he
was making before his death to send the soviet union s jews to concentration camps tantamount to a potential second holocaust radzinsky
also takes an intimate look at stalin s private life marked by his turbulent relationship with his wife nadezhda and recreates the
circumstances that led to her suicide as he did in the last tsar radzinsky thrillingly brings the past to life the kremlin intrigues the ceaseless
round of double dealing and back stabbing the private worlds of the soviet empire s ruling class all become in radzinsky s hands as gripping and
powerful as the great russian sagas and the riddle of that most cold blooded of leaders a man for whom nothing was sacred in his pursuit of
absolute might and perhaps the greatest mass murderer in western history is solved a detailed study of the operations politics culture and
autonomy of soviet partisans or guerrillas who fought the german army in wwii blending military political social and cultural history
slepyan also provides a prism for viewing relations between the suffocating stalinist state and its independent partisan warriors exploiting
new findings from former east bloc archives and from long ignored western sources this book presents a wholly new picture of the coming of
world war ii allied wartime diplomacy and the origins of the cold war the author reveals that the story widely believed by historians and
western wartime leaders alike that stalin s purposes in european diplomacy from 1938 on were mainly defensive is a fantasy indeed this is one
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of the longest enduring products of stalin s propaganda of long term political control of archival materials and of the gullibility of
western observers the author argues that stalin had concocted a plan for bringing about a general european war well before hitler
launched his expansionist program for the third reich stalin expected that hitler s war when it came would lead to the internal collapse of
the warring nations and that military revolts and proletarian revolutions like those of world war i would break out in the capitalist
countries this scenario foresaw the embattled proletarians calling for the assistance of the red army which would sweep across europe the
book further shows that the wartime disputes between stalin and his western allies originated over the postwar redisposition of the
territories stalin had gained from his pact with hitler the situation was complicated by the incautious unrestricted commitment of support
to the soviet union first by churchill and then by roosevelt and wartime circumstances provided cover to obscure these diplomatic failures
the early origins of the cold war described in this book differ dramatically from the usual accounts that see a sudden and surprising
upwelling of cold war antagonisms late in the war or early in the postwar period until the advent of glasnost began to lift censorship in
the soviet union in the mid 1980s it was impossible for russians in russia to truthfully depict their own struggle against nazi germany even
before world war ii was over the soviet propaganda machine began to construct an official story through enormous sacrifice the soviet
people had gloriously freed themselves and the world from fascism raising the hammer and sickle higher than ever on the ruins of hitler s
imperialist dreams in stalin the russians and their war however marius broekmeyer presents the testimony of russian participants eyewitnesses
and historians of world war ii to reveal not a heroic struggle but a war marred by catastrophes errors and lies these testimonies openly
discuss subjects omitted from official soviet propaganda or glossed over in popular western histories of the allied victory in wwii from
purges within the red army and soviet use of punitive brigades to the deployment of millions of poorly equipped soldiers to the front lines
these are authentic and often shocking first hand accounts such a vivid report on the day to day lives of russian soldiers officers and
citizens during world war ii does not exist anywhere else in english bestselling author victor suvorov probes newly released soviet
documents and reevaluates existing material to analyze stalin s strategic design to conquer europe and the reasons behind his controversial
support for nazi germany a former soviet army intelligence officer the author explains that stalin s strategy leading up to world war ii grew
from vladimir lenin s belief that if world war i did not ignite the worldwide communist revolution then a second world war would be needed to
achieve it stalin saw nazi germany as the power that would fight and weaken capitalist countries so that soviet armies could then sweep
across europe suvorov reveals how stalin conspired with german leaders to bypass the versailles treaty which forbade german rearmament
and secretly trained german engineers and officers and provided bases and factories for war he also calls attention to the 1939
nonaggression pact between the soviet union and germany that allowed hitler to proceed with his plans to invade poland fomenting war in
europe suvorov debunks the theory that stalin was duped by hitler and that the soviet union was a victim of nazi aggression instead he makes
the case that stalin neither feared hitler nor mistakenly trusted him suvorov maintains that after germany occupied poland defeated france
and started to prepare for an invasion of great britain hitler s intelligence services detected the soviet union s preparations for a major war
against germany this detection he argues led to germany s preemptive war plan and the launch of an invasion of the ussr stalin emerges from
the pages of this book as a diabolical genius consumed by visions of a worldwide communist revolution at any cost a leader who wooed
hitler and germany in his own effort to conquer the world in contradicting traditional theories about soviet planning the book is certain to
provoke debate among historians throughout the world in the summer of 1941 a collective madness overtook adolf hitler and his senior
generals they convinced themselves that they could take on and defeat a superpower in the making the soviet union foolishly they thought in
a swift campaign they could smash the red army and force stalin to sue for peace despite dire warnings that stalin was amassing a reserve
army of more than 1 million men on the volga the end result would be such carnage that it would tear the german forces apart in his major
reassessment of the war on the eastern front anthony tucker jones casts new light on the brutal fighting including such astounding german
defeats as at stalingrad kursk minsk and finally berlin he controversially contends that from the very start intelligence officers on both
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sides failed to influence their leadership resulting in untold slaughter he also reveals the shocking blunders by hitler stalin and even churchill
that led to the appalling needless destruction of hitler s armed forces as early as the winter of 1941 42 step by step tucker jones describes
how the german war machine fought to its very last against a relentless enemy fully aware that defeat was inevitable a chilling riveting
account based on newly released russian documentation that reveals joseph stalin s true motives and the extent of his enduring commitment
to expanding the soviet empire during the years in which he seemingly collaborated with franklin d roosevelt winston churchill and the
capitalist west at the big three conferences of world war ii joseph stalin persuasively played the role of a great world leader whose
primary concerns lay in international strategy and power politics and not communist ideology now using recently uncovered documents
robert gellately conclusively shows that in fact the dictator was biding his time determined to establish communist regimes across europe
and beyond his actions during those years and the poorly calculated responses to them from the west set in motion what would eventually
become the cold war exciting deeply engaging and shrewdly perceptive stalin s curse is an unprecedented revelation of the sinister machinations
of stalin s kremlin overthrowing the conventional image of stalin as an uneducated political administrator inexplicably transformed into a
pathological killer service reveals a more complex and fascinating story behind this notorious twentieth century figure drawing on
unexplored archives and personal testimonies gathered from across russia and georgia this is the first full scale biography of the soviet
dictator in twenty years while joseph stalin is commonly reviled in the west as a murderous tyrant who committed egregious human rights
abuses against his own people in russia he is often positively viewed as the symbol of soviet era stability and state power how can there be
such a disparity in perspectives utilizing an ethnographic approach extensive interview data and critical discourse analysis this book examines
the ways that the political elite in russia are able to control and manipulate historical discourse about the stalin period in order to
advance their own political objectives appropriating the stalinist discourse they minimize or ignore outright crimes of the soviet period and
instead focus on positive aspects of stalin s rule especially his role in leading the soviet union to victory in the second world war
advancing the concepts of preventive and complex co optation this book analyzes how elites in russia inhibit the emergence of groups that
espouse alternative narratives while promoting message friendly groups that are in line with the kremlin s agenda bringing the resources of the
state to bear the russian elite are able to co opt multiple avenues of discourse formulation and dissemination elite sponsored discourse
positions stalin as the symbol of a strong centralized state that was capable of great achievements despite great cost enabling favorably
portrayals of stalin as part of a tradition of harsh but effective rulers in russian history such as peter the great this strong state
discourse is used to legitimize the return of authoritarianism in russia today much of the story about the soviet union s victory over nazi
germany has yet to be told in motherland in danger karel berkhoff addresses one of the most neglected questions facing historians of the
second world war how did the soviet leadership sell the campaign against the germans to the people on the home front for stalin the
obstacles were manifold repelling the german invasion would require a mobilization so large that it would test the limits of the soviet state
could the ussr marshal the manpower necessary to face the threat how could the authorities overcome inadequate infrastructure and
supplies might stalin s regime fail to survive a sustained conflict with the germans motherland in danger takes us inside the stalinist state to
witness from up close its propaganda machine using sources in many languages including memoirs and documents of the soviet censor berkhoff
explores how the soviet media reflected and distorted every aspect of the war from the successes and blunders on the front lines to the
institution of forced labor on farm fields and factory floors he also details the media s handling of nazi atrocities and the holocaust as
well as its stinting treatment of the allies particularly the united states the uk and poland berkhoff demonstrates not only that
propaganda was critical to the soviet war effort but also that it has colored perceptions of the war to the present day both inside and
outside of russia one of the most successful dictators of the twentieth century stalin believed that fashioning a better tomorrow was
worth sacrificing the lives of millions today he built a modern russia on the corpses of millions of its citizens first published in 1983 stalin
and stalinism has established itself as one of the most popular textbooks for those who want to understand the stalin phenomenon written
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in a clear and accessible manner and fully updated throughout to incorporate recent research findings the book also contains a chronology
of key events who s who and guide to further reading this concise assessment of one of the major figures of twentieth century world history
remains an essential purchase for students studying the subject the third volume in nik cornishs photographic history of the second world
war on the eastern front records in vivid visual detail the sequence of red army offensives that pushed the wehrmacht back across russia
after the failure of operation citadel the german attack at kursk previously unpublished images show the epic scale of the build up to the
kursk battle and the enormous cost in terms of lives and material of the battle itself they also show that the military initiative was now
firmly in soviet hands for the balance of power on the eastern front had shifted and the germans were on the defensive and in retreat
subsequent chapters chronicle the hard fought and bloody german withdrawal across western russia and the ukraine recording the red armys
liberation of occupied soviet territory the recovery of key cities like orel kharkov and kiev the raising of the siege of leningrad and the
advance to the borders of the baltic states not only do the photographs track the sequence of events on the ground they also show the
equipment and weapons used by both sides the living conditions experienced by the troops the actions of the soviet partisans the fight against
the finns in the north the massive logistical organization behind the front lines and the devastation the war left in its wake the second world
war was caused by one man adolf hitler winston churchill franklin delano roosevelt and joseph stalin were called on by history to stop this
menace in this book which includes new material the background attitude and personalities of these men are explored in detail laurence rees
brilliantly combines powerful eye witness testimony vivid narrative and compelling analysis in this superb account professor sir ian kershaw
author of hitler hubris and hitler nemesis in this fascinating study of two monsters rees is extraordinarily perceptive and original antony
beevor two tyrants each responsible for the death of millions this compelling book on hitler and stalin the culmination of thirty years work
examines the two leaders during the second world war when germany and the soviet union fought the biggest and bloodiest war in history
hitler s charismatic leadership may contrast with stalin s regimented rule by fear and his intransigence later in the war may contrast with
stalin s change in behaviour in response to events but as bestselling historian laurence rees shows at a macro level both were prepared to
create undreamt of suffering in hitler s case most infamously the holocaust in order to build the utopias they wanted using previously
unpublished startling eyewitness testimony from soldiers civilians and those who knew both men personally laurence rees probably the only
person alive who has met germans who worked for hitler and russians who worked for stalin challenges long held popular misconceptions
about two of the most important figures in history this is a master work from one of our finest historians coming from one of the world s
experts on the second world war this is an important and original and devastating account of hitler and stalin as dictators a must read
professor robert service author of stalin a biography impressive well paced and well informed with an eye for telling anecdotes and
colourful character sketches rees decision to add personal stories to his narrative adds an important layer to our understanding of both
the dictators themselves and their victims robert gerwarth the daily telegraph stalin had never been able to shake off the nightmare of adolf
hitler just as in 1941 he refused to understand that hitler had broken their non aggression pact he was in 1945 unwilling to believe that the
dictator had committed suicide in the debris of the berlin bunker in his paranoia stalin ordered his secret police the nkvd precursor to the kgb to
explore in detail every last vestige of the private life of the only man he considered a worthy opponent and to clarify beyond doubt the
circumstances of his death for months two captives of the soviet army otto guensche hitler s adjutant and heinz linge his personal valet
were interrogated daily their stories crosschecked until the nkvd were convinced that they had the fullest possible account of the life of the
f� in 1949 they presented their work in a single copy to stalin it is as remarkable for the depth of its insight into adolf hitler from his specific
directions to linge as to how his body was to be burned to his sense of humor as for what it does not say reflecting the prejudices of the
intended reader joseph stalin nowhere for instance does the dossier criticize hitler s treatment of the jews today the 413 page original of
stalin s personal biography of hitler is a kremlin treasure and it is said to be held in president putin s safe the only other copy made by order of
stalin s successor nikita khrushchev in 1959 was deposited in moscow party archives under the code number 462a it was there that henrik
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eberle and matthias uhl two german historians found it available to the public in full for the first time the hitler book presents a captivating
astonishing and deeply revealing portrait of hitler stalin and the mutual antagonism of these two dictators who between them wrought
devastation on the european continent being a good citizen under stalin meant taking an active part in political rituals such as elections
parades festive meetings political information sessions and subscriptions to state bonds in stalin s citizens serhy yekelchyk examines how
ordinary citizens came to embrace some parts of this everyday stalinist politics and resist others the first study of the everyday political
life under stalin this book examines citizenship through common practices of expressing soviet identity in the public space the stalinist state
understood citizenship as practice with participation in a set of political rituals and public display of certain civic emotions serving as the
marker of a person s inclusion in the political world the state s relations with its citizens were structured by rituals of celebration
thanking and hatred rites that required both political awareness and a demonstrable emotional response soviet functionaries transmitted
this obligation to ordinary citizens through the mechanisms of communal authority including workplace committees volunteer agitators and
other forms of peer pressure as much as through brutal state coercion yet the populace also often imbued these ceremonies with different
meanings as a popular f�te an occasion to get together after work a chance to purchase goods not available on other days and an
opportunity to indulge in some drinking the people also understood these political rituals as moments of negotiation whereby they would
fulfill their patriotic duty but expected the state to reciprocate by providing essential services and basic social welfare nearly universal
passive resistance to required attendance challenges theories about the mass internalization of communist ideology focusing on the last
years of world war ii and immediate postwar years yekelchyk shows how formulaic rituals under stalin could create space for the people to
express their concerns fears and prejudices as well as their eagerness to be viewed as citizens in good standing the soviet german war of 1941
45 is not only the unknown war but it was a complex of wars a battlefield encounter a racial war a civil war an ideological war and a
coalition war hitler versus stalin illustrates every aspect of the eastern front campaigns from the nazis early blitzkrieg successes through
the turning point of stalingrad to the climactic fall of berlin it presents a panoramic view of this war using many images from russian
collections that have never been published in the west before augmented by images from german and british sources roughly ten million children
were victims of political repression in the soviet union during the stalinist era the sons and daughters of peasants workers scientists
physicians and political leaders considered by the regime to be dangerous to the political order ten grown victims who as children suffered
banishment starvation disease anti semitism and trauma resulting from their parents condemnation and arrest now freely share their stories
the result is a powerful and moving oral history that will profoundly deepen the reader s understanding of life in the u s s r under the
despotic reign of joseph stalin with startling revelations tsuyoshi hasegawa rewrites the standard history of the end of world war ii in the
pacific by fully integrating the three key actors in the story the united states the soviet union and japan hasegawa for the first time puts the
last months of the war into international perspective from april 1945 when stalin broke the soviet japanese neutrality pact and harry
truman assumed the presidency to the final soviet military actions against japan hasegawa brings to light the real reasons japan surrendered
from washington to moscow to tokyo and back again he shows us a high stakes diplomatic game as truman and stalin sought to
outmaneuver each other in forcing japan s surrender as stalin dangled mediation offers to japan while secretly preparing to fight in the pacific
as tokyo peace advocates desperately tried to stave off a war party determined to mount a last ditch defense and as the americans
struggled to balance their competing interests of ending the war with japan and preventing the soviets from expanding into the pacific
authoritative and engrossing racing the enemy puts the final days of world war ii into a whole new light a key addition to the societies at
war series this book fills a gap in the existing literature on the second world war by covering the range of challenges threats issues dilemmas
and changes faced and dealt with by sweden during the conflict documents p 365 405 includes bibliographical references p 345 358 and index
forty years after his hitler a study in tyranny set a standard for scholarship of the nazi era lord alan bullock gives readers a
breathtakingly accomplished dual biography that places adolf hitler s origins personality career and legacy alongside those of joseph stalin
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his implacable antagonist and moral mirror image hitler was the stooge stalin used to start world war ii stalin was the eminence gris behind
the rise of hitler and the nazis to power stalin envisioned world war ii as a replay of world war i in which the europeans would destroy each
other and be ripe for conquest stalin forged the mightiest political control apparatus and largest military machine in the world in the
process tens of millions were executed or perished in the vast gulag stalin planned to use this nightmare mechanism to conquer and control a
war ravaged europe stalin planned to defeat hitler in a massive surprise attack hitler preempted him by two weeks a panoramic narrative of
the years leading up to the second world war a tale of democratic crisis racial conflict and a belated recognition of evil with profound
resonance for our own time berlin november 1937 adolf hitler meets with his military commanders to impress upon them the urgent necessity
for a war of aggression in eastern europe some generals are unnerved by the f�hrer s grandiose plan but these dissenters are silenced one by one
setting in motion events that will culminate in the most calamitous war in history benjamin carter hett takes us behind the scenes in berlin
london moscow and washington revealing the unsettled politics within each country in the wake of the german dictator s growing
provocations he reveals the fitful path by which anti nazi forces inside and outside germany came to understand hitler s true menace to
european civilization and learned to oppose him painting a sweeping portrait of governments under siege as larger than life figures struggled
to turn events to their advantage as in the death of democracy his acclaimed history of the fall of the weimar republic hett draws on
original sources and newly released documents to show how these long ago conflicts have unexpected resonances in our own time to read
the nazi menace is to see past and present in a new and unnerving light krigen som stalin vandt fra teherankonferencen 1943 til kampen om berlin
1945 from the author of the international bestseller on tyranny the definitive history of hitler s and stalin s politics of mass killing
explaining why ukraine has been at the center of western history for the last century americans call the second world war the good war but
before it even began america s ally stalin had killed millions of his own citizens and kept killing them during and after the war before hitler was
defeated he had murdered six million jews and nearly as many other europeans at war s end german and soviet killing sites fell behind the iron
curtain leaving the history of mass killing in darkness assiduously researched deeply humane and utterly definitive bloodlands is a new kind of
european history presenting the mass murders committed by the nazi and stalinist regimes as two aspects of a single story with a new
afterword addressing the relevance of these events to the contemporary decline of democracy bloodlands is required reading for anyone
seeking to understand the central tragedy of modern history and its meaning today a mesmerising chilling close up portrayal of stalin from
milovan djilas a communist insider with an introduction from anne applebaum author of gulag and iron curtain this extraordinarily vivid and
unnerving book three meetings held with stalin during and after the second world war djilas brilliantly describes the dictator in his lair
cunning cruel enormously talented few books give as clear a sense of what made stalin such a compelling figure and how he was able to
hypnotise and terrify those around him djilas also describes the key members of stalin s court beria malenkov zhukov molotov and khruschchev
the result is a gripping account of the ruler at the height of his fame and power the use of terror has been a characteristic of russia from the
days of the tsars during the great patriotic war soviet soldiers and citizens feared not only the germans but the secret police the agents of
the nkvd waged a merciless campaign against their own people the full extent of this operation is told in this compelling study the first
systematic study of the phenomenon of frontline surrender to the germans in the soviet union s great patriotic war against the nazis in 1941
1945 showing that while people were disgruntled with stalin s rule most attempts to cross the frontline stemmed from a wish to survive
this war rather than a desire to support hitler s regime



Stalin's War 2021-04-20 a prize winning historian reveals how stalin not hitler was the animating force of world war ii in this major new
history world war ii endures in the popular imagination as a heroic struggle between good and evil with villainous hitler driving its events
but hitler was not in power when the conflict erupted in asia and he was certainly dead before it ended his armies did not fight in multiple
theaters his empire did not span the eurasian continent and he did not inherit any of the spoils of war that central role belonged to joseph
stalin the second world war was not hitler s war it was stalin s war drawing on ambitious new research in soviet european and us archives
stalin s war revolutionizes our understanding of this global conflict by moving its epicenter to the east hitler s genocidal ambition may have
helped unleash armageddon but as mcmeekin shows the war which emerged in europe in september 1939 was the one stalin wanted not hitler so
too did the pacific war of 1941 1945 fulfill stalin s goal of unleashing a devastating war of attrition between japan and the anglo saxon
capitalist powers he viewed as his ultimate adversary mcmeekin also reveals the extent to which soviet communism was rescued by the us and
britain s self defeating strategic moves beginning with lend lease aid as american and british supply boards agreed almost blindly to every
soviet demand stalin s war machine mcmeekin shows was substantially reliant on american materi�l from warplanes tanks trucks jeeps
motorcycles fuel ammunition and explosives to industrial inputs and technology transfer to the foodstuffs which fed the red army this
unreciprocated american generosity gave stalin s armies the mobile striking power to conquer most of eurasia from berlin to beijing for
communism a groundbreaking reassessment of the second world war stalin s war is essential reading for anyone looking to understand the
current world order
The Greatest Battle 2007-09-18 the battle for moscow was the biggest battle of world war ii the biggest battle of all time and yet it is
far less known than stalingrad which involved about half the number of troops from the time hitler launched his assault on moscow on
september 30 1941 to april 20 1942 seven million troops were engaged in this titanic struggle the combined losses of both sides those killed
taken prisoner or severely wounded were 2 5 million of which nearly 2 million were on the soviet side but the soviet capital narrowly
survived and for the first time the german blitzkrieg ended in failure this shattered hitler s dream of a swift victory over the soviet union and
radically changed the course of the war the full story of this epic battle has never been told because it undermines the sanitized soviet
accounts of the war which portray stalin as a military genius and his people as heroically united against the german invader stalin s
blunders incompetence and brutality made it possible for german troops to approach the outskirts of moscow this triggered panic in the city
with looting strikes and outbreaks of previously unimaginable violence about half the city s population fled but hitler s blunders would
soon loom even larger sending his troops to attack the soviet union without winter uniforms insisting on an immediate german reign of terror
and refusing to heed his generals pleas that he allow them to attack moscow as quickly as possible in the end hitler s mistakes trumped
stalin s mistakes drawing on recently declassified documents from soviet archives including files of the dreaded nkvd on accounts of
survivors and of children of top soviet military and government officials and on reports of western diplomats and correspondents the
greatest battle finally illuminates the full story of a clash between two systems based on sheer terror and relentless slaughter even as
moscow s fate hung in the balance the united states and britain were discovering how wily a partner stalin would turn out to be in the fight
against hitler and how eager he was to push his demands for a postwar empire in eastern europe in addition to chronicling the bloodshed
andrew nagorski takes the reader behind the scenes of the early negotiations between hitler and stalin and then between stalin roosevelt and
churchill this is a remarkable addition to the history of world war ii
Stalin's Other War 2003-04-16 on june 22 1941 just less than two years after signing the nazi soviet agreements adolf hitler s german
army invaded the soviet union the attack hardly came as a surprise to josef stalin in fact history has long held that stalin spent the two
intervening years building up his defenses against a nazi attack with the gradual declassifying of former soviet documents though historians
are learning more and more about stalin s grand plan during the years 1939 1941 longtime soviet expert albert l weeks has studied the
newly released information and come to a different conclusion about the soviet union s pre war buildup it was not precaution against german



invasion at all in fact weeks argues the evidence now suggests soviet mobilization was aimed at an eventual invasion of nazi germany the
soviets were quietly biding their time between 1939 and 1941 allowing the capitalist powers to destroy one another all the while preparing
for their own westward march stalin weeks shows wasn t waiting for a nazi attack hitler simply beat him to the punch
Assured Victory 2011-01-19 this book documents dictator joseph stalin s brilliant tactics as well as missteps in taking preemptive
actions that guaranteed ultimate victory over the german invaders it also covers the policies implemented after the war that made the
soviet union a menace to world peace and led to collapse of soviet rule a detailed reexamination of historical facts indicates that stalin
could deserve to be regarded as a great leader yet stalin clearly failed as his nation s leader in a post world war ii milieu where he delivered
the cold war instead of rapid progress and global cooperation it is the proof of both stalin s brilliance and blunders that makes him such a
fascinating figure in modern history today most of the russian population acknowledges that stalin achieved greatness the soviet dictator s
honored place in history is largely due to stalin successfully attending to the soviet union s defense needs in the 1930s and 1940s and
leading the ussr to victory in the war on the eastern front against nazi germany and its allies this book provides an overdue critical
investigation of how the soviet leader s domestic and foreign policies actually helped produce this victory and above all how stalin s timely
support of a wartime alliance with the western capitalist democracies assured the defeat of the axis powers in 1945
The Great Patriotic War of the Soviet Union 1945 the most important speeches and orders of the day of marshal stalin from june 22 1941
until victory over nazi germany editor s note
Jun-41 2006-01-01 a masterful account culminating in the fateful days before hitler s invasion of the soviet union june 1941 offers
penetrating insights and a new portrait of hitler and stalin
Stalin's War 2003 edwin hoyt s thoroughly researched tome is the first ever to chronicle the soviet german war as seen through stalin s
eyes
Stalin and the Inevitable War 2002 this is a study of the responses of the soviet union to the european crises which led to world war ii it is
based on a substantial body of political and diplomatic documents that has become accessible to scholars since the opening up of former
soviet archives in 1992
Stalin 2011-05-18 from the author of the last tsar the first full scale life of stalin to have what no previous biography has fully
obtained the facts granted privileged access to russia s secret archives edvard radzinsky paints a picture of the soviet strongman as more
calculating ruthless and blood crazed than has ever been described or imagined stalin was a man for whom power was all terror a useful
weapon and deceit a constant companion as radzinsky narrates the high drama of stalin s epic quest for domination first within the communist
party then over the soviet union and the world he uncovers the startling truth about this most enigmatic of historical figures only now in
the post soviet era can what was suppressed be told stalin s long denied involvement with terrorism as a young revolutionary the crucial
importance of his misunderstood behind the scenes role during the october revolution his often hostile relationship with lenin the details of his
organization of terror culminating in the infamous show trials of the 1930s his secret dealings with hitler and how they backfired and the
horrifying plans he was making before his death to send the soviet union s jews to concentration camps tantamount to a potential second
holocaust radzinsky also takes an intimate look at stalin s private life marked by his turbulent relationship with his wife nadezhda and
recreates the circumstances that led to her suicide as he did in the last tsar radzinsky thrillingly brings the past to life the kremlin intrigues
the ceaseless round of double dealing and back stabbing the private worlds of the soviet empire s ruling class all become in radzinsky s hands
as gripping and powerful as the great russian sagas and the riddle of that most cold blooded of leaders a man for whom nothing was sacred
in his pursuit of absolute might and perhaps the greatest mass murderer in western history is solved
Stalin and His Generals 1970 a detailed study of the operations politics culture and autonomy of soviet partisans or guerrillas who
fought the german army in wwii blending military political social and cultural history slepyan also provides a prism for viewing relations



between the suffocating stalinist state and its independent partisan warriors
Stalin's Guerrillas 2006 exploiting new findings from former east bloc archives and from long ignored western sources this book presents a
wholly new picture of the coming of world war ii allied wartime diplomacy and the origins of the cold war the author reveals that the
story widely believed by historians and western wartime leaders alike that stalin s purposes in european diplomacy from 1938 on were mainly
defensive is a fantasy indeed this is one of the longest enduring products of stalin s propaganda of long term political control of archival
materials and of the gullibility of western observers the author argues that stalin had concocted a plan for bringing about a general
european war well before hitler launched his expansionist program for the third reich stalin expected that hitler s war when it came would
lead to the internal collapse of the warring nations and that military revolts and proletarian revolutions like those of world war i would
break out in the capitalist countries this scenario foresaw the embattled proletarians calling for the assistance of the red army which
would sweep across europe the book further shows that the wartime disputes between stalin and his western allies originated over the
postwar redisposition of the territories stalin had gained from his pact with hitler the situation was complicated by the incautious
unrestricted commitment of support to the soviet union first by churchill and then by roosevelt and wartime circumstances provided cover
to obscure these diplomatic failures the early origins of the cold war described in this book differ dramatically from the usual accounts
that see a sudden and surprising upwelling of cold war antagonisms late in the war or early in the postwar period
Stalin’s Drive to the West, 1938-1945 1995-09-01 until the advent of glasnost began to lift censorship in the soviet union in the mid
1980s it was impossible for russians in russia to truthfully depict their own struggle against nazi germany even before world war ii was
over the soviet propaganda machine began to construct an official story through enormous sacrifice the soviet people had gloriously freed
themselves and the world from fascism raising the hammer and sickle higher than ever on the ruins of hitler s imperialist dreams in stalin the
russians and their war however marius broekmeyer presents the testimony of russian participants eyewitnesses and historians of world war ii
to reveal not a heroic struggle but a war marred by catastrophes errors and lies these testimonies openly discuss subjects omitted from
official soviet propaganda or glossed over in popular western histories of the allied victory in wwii from purges within the red army and
soviet use of punitive brigades to the deployment of millions of poorly equipped soldiers to the front lines these are authentic and often
shocking first hand accounts such a vivid report on the day to day lives of russian soldiers officers and citizens during world war ii does
not exist anywhere else in english
Stalin, the Russians, and Their War 2004 bestselling author victor suvorov probes newly released soviet documents and reevaluates
existing material to analyze stalin s strategic design to conquer europe and the reasons behind his controversial support for nazi germany a
former soviet army intelligence officer the author explains that stalin s strategy leading up to world war ii grew from vladimir lenin s belief
that if world war i did not ignite the worldwide communist revolution then a second world war would be needed to achieve it stalin saw nazi
germany as the power that would fight and weaken capitalist countries so that soviet armies could then sweep across europe suvorov
reveals how stalin conspired with german leaders to bypass the versailles treaty which forbade german rearmament and secretly trained
german engineers and officers and provided bases and factories for war he also calls attention to the 1939 nonaggression pact between the
soviet union and germany that allowed hitler to proceed with his plans to invade poland fomenting war in europe suvorov debunks the theory
that stalin was duped by hitler and that the soviet union was a victim of nazi aggression instead he makes the case that stalin neither feared
hitler nor mistakenly trusted him suvorov maintains that after germany occupied poland defeated france and started to prepare for an
invasion of great britain hitler s intelligence services detected the soviet union s preparations for a major war against germany this detection
he argues led to germany s preemptive war plan and the launch of an invasion of the ussr stalin emerges from the pages of this book as a
diabolical genius consumed by visions of a worldwide communist revolution at any cost a leader who wooed hitler and germany in his own
effort to conquer the world in contradicting traditional theories about soviet planning the book is certain to provoke debate among



historians throughout the world
The Chief Culprit 2013-03-15 in the summer of 1941 a collective madness overtook adolf hitler and his senior generals they convinced
themselves that they could take on and defeat a superpower in the making the soviet union foolishly they thought in a swift campaign they
could smash the red army and force stalin to sue for peace despite dire warnings that stalin was amassing a reserve army of more than 1
million men on the volga the end result would be such carnage that it would tear the german forces apart in his major reassessment of the
war on the eastern front anthony tucker jones casts new light on the brutal fighting including such astounding german defeats as at
stalingrad kursk minsk and finally berlin he controversially contends that from the very start intelligence officers on both sides failed to
influence their leadership resulting in untold slaughter he also reveals the shocking blunders by hitler stalin and even churchill that led to
the appalling needless destruction of hitler s armed forces as early as the winter of 1941 42 step by step tucker jones describes how the
german war machine fought to its very last against a relentless enemy fully aware that defeat was inevitable
Slaughter on the Eastern Front 2017-05-01 a chilling riveting account based on newly released russian documentation that reveals joseph
stalin s true motives and the extent of his enduring commitment to expanding the soviet empire during the years in which he seemingly
collaborated with franklin d roosevelt winston churchill and the capitalist west at the big three conferences of world war ii joseph stalin
persuasively played the role of a great world leader whose primary concerns lay in international strategy and power politics and not
communist ideology now using recently uncovered documents robert gellately conclusively shows that in fact the dictator was biding his
time determined to establish communist regimes across europe and beyond his actions during those years and the poorly calculated responses
to them from the west set in motion what would eventually become the cold war exciting deeply engaging and shrewdly perceptive stalin s
curse is an unprecedented revelation of the sinister machinations of stalin s kremlin
Stalin's Curse 2013-03-05 overthrowing the conventional image of stalin as an uneducated political administrator inexplicably
transformed into a pathological killer service reveals a more complex and fascinating story behind this notorious twentieth century figure
drawing on unexplored archives and personal testimonies gathered from across russia and georgia this is the first full scale biography of the
soviet dictator in twenty years
Stalin 2005 while joseph stalin is commonly reviled in the west as a murderous tyrant who committed egregious human rights abuses against
his own people in russia he is often positively viewed as the symbol of soviet era stability and state power how can there be such a disparity
in perspectives utilizing an ethnographic approach extensive interview data and critical discourse analysis this book examines the ways that
the political elite in russia are able to control and manipulate historical discourse about the stalin period in order to advance their own
political objectives appropriating the stalinist discourse they minimize or ignore outright crimes of the soviet period and instead focus on
positive aspects of stalin s rule especially his role in leading the soviet union to victory in the second world war advancing the concepts of
preventive and complex co optation this book analyzes how elites in russia inhibit the emergence of groups that espouse alternative
narratives while promoting message friendly groups that are in line with the kremlin s agenda bringing the resources of the state to bear the
russian elite are able to co opt multiple avenues of discourse formulation and dissemination elite sponsored discourse positions stalin as the
symbol of a strong centralized state that was capable of great achievements despite great cost enabling favorably portrayals of stalin as
part of a tradition of harsh but effective rulers in russian history such as peter the great this strong state discourse is used to legitimize
the return of authoritarianism in russia today
Bringing Stalin Back In 2019-10-16 much of the story about the soviet union s victory over nazi germany has yet to be told in motherland
in danger karel berkhoff addresses one of the most neglected questions facing historians of the second world war how did the soviet
leadership sell the campaign against the germans to the people on the home front for stalin the obstacles were manifold repelling the german
invasion would require a mobilization so large that it would test the limits of the soviet state could the ussr marshal the manpower



necessary to face the threat how could the authorities overcome inadequate infrastructure and supplies might stalin s regime fail to survive
a sustained conflict with the germans motherland in danger takes us inside the stalinist state to witness from up close its propaganda
machine using sources in many languages including memoirs and documents of the soviet censor berkhoff explores how the soviet media reflected
and distorted every aspect of the war from the successes and blunders on the front lines to the institution of forced labor on farm fields and
factory floors he also details the media s handling of nazi atrocities and the holocaust as well as its stinting treatment of the allies
particularly the united states the uk and poland berkhoff demonstrates not only that propaganda was critical to the soviet war effort
but also that it has colored perceptions of the war to the present day both inside and outside of russia
Motherland in Danger 2012-04-25 one of the most successful dictators of the twentieth century stalin believed that fashioning a better
tomorrow was worth sacrificing the lives of millions today he built a modern russia on the corpses of millions of its citizens first published
in 1983 stalin and stalinism has established itself as one of the most popular textbooks for those who want to understand the stalin
phenomenon written in a clear and accessible manner and fully updated throughout to incorporate recent research findings the book also
contains a chronology of key events who s who and guide to further reading this concise assessment of one of the major figures of twentieth
century world history remains an essential purchase for students studying the subject
Stalin and Stalinism 2013-09-13 the third volume in nik cornishs photographic history of the second world war on the eastern front
records in vivid visual detail the sequence of red army offensives that pushed the wehrmacht back across russia after the failure of
operation citadel the german attack at kursk previously unpublished images show the epic scale of the build up to the kursk battle and the
enormous cost in terms of lives and material of the battle itself they also show that the military initiative was now firmly in soviet hands
for the balance of power on the eastern front had shifted and the germans were on the defensive and in retreat subsequent chapters chronicle
the hard fought and bloody german withdrawal across western russia and the ukraine recording the red armys liberation of occupied soviet
territory the recovery of key cities like orel kharkov and kiev the raising of the siege of leningrad and the advance to the borders of the baltic
states not only do the photographs track the sequence of events on the ground they also show the equipment and weapons used by both
sides the living conditions experienced by the troops the actions of the soviet partisans the fight against the finns in the north the massive
logistical organization behind the front lines and the devastation the war left in its wake
Hitler Versus Stalin: The Eastern Front, 1943–1944 2017-03-30 the second world war was caused by one man adolf hitler winston
churchill franklin delano roosevelt and joseph stalin were called on by history to stop this menace in this book which includes new material
the background attitude and personalities of these men are explored in detail
Three Against One 2002 laurence rees brilliantly combines powerful eye witness testimony vivid narrative and compelling analysis in this
superb account professor sir ian kershaw author of hitler hubris and hitler nemesis in this fascinating study of two monsters rees is
extraordinarily perceptive and original antony beevor two tyrants each responsible for the death of millions this compelling book on hitler
and stalin the culmination of thirty years work examines the two leaders during the second world war when germany and the soviet union
fought the biggest and bloodiest war in history hitler s charismatic leadership may contrast with stalin s regimented rule by fear and his
intransigence later in the war may contrast with stalin s change in behaviour in response to events but as bestselling historian laurence rees
shows at a macro level both were prepared to create undreamt of suffering in hitler s case most infamously the holocaust in order to build
the utopias they wanted using previously unpublished startling eyewitness testimony from soldiers civilians and those who knew both men
personally laurence rees probably the only person alive who has met germans who worked for hitler and russians who worked for stalin
challenges long held popular misconceptions about two of the most important figures in history this is a master work from one of our finest
historians coming from one of the world s experts on the second world war this is an important and original and devastating account of
hitler and stalin as dictators a must read professor robert service author of stalin a biography impressive well paced and well informed



with an eye for telling anecdotes and colourful character sketches rees decision to add personal stories to his narrative adds an important
layer to our understanding of both the dictators themselves and their victims robert gerwarth the daily telegraph
Hitler and Stalin 2020-10-29 stalin had never been able to shake off the nightmare of adolf hitler just as in 1941 he refused to understand
that hitler had broken their non aggression pact he was in 1945 unwilling to believe that the dictator had committed suicide in the debris of
the berlin bunker in his paranoia stalin ordered his secret police the nkvd precursor to the kgb to explore in detail every last vestige of the
private life of the only man he considered a worthy opponent and to clarify beyond doubt the circumstances of his death for months two
captives of the soviet army otto guensche hitler s adjutant and heinz linge his personal valet were interrogated daily their stories
crosschecked until the nkvd were convinced that they had the fullest possible account of the life of the f� in 1949 they presented their work
in a single copy to stalin it is as remarkable for the depth of its insight into adolf hitler from his specific directions to linge as to how his
body was to be burned to his sense of humor as for what it does not say reflecting the prejudices of the intended reader joseph stalin nowhere
for instance does the dossier criticize hitler s treatment of the jews today the 413 page original of stalin s personal biography of hitler is a
kremlin treasure and it is said to be held in president putin s safe the only other copy made by order of stalin s successor nikita khrushchev in
1959 was deposited in moscow party archives under the code number 462a it was there that henrik eberle and matthias uhl two german
historians found it available to the public in full for the first time the hitler book presents a captivating astonishing and deeply revealing
portrait of hitler stalin and the mutual antagonism of these two dictators who between them wrought devastation on the european
continent
The Hitler Book 2009-03-25 being a good citizen under stalin meant taking an active part in political rituals such as elections parades
festive meetings political information sessions and subscriptions to state bonds in stalin s citizens serhy yekelchyk examines how ordinary
citizens came to embrace some parts of this everyday stalinist politics and resist others the first study of the everyday political life under
stalin this book examines citizenship through common practices of expressing soviet identity in the public space the stalinist state understood
citizenship as practice with participation in a set of political rituals and public display of certain civic emotions serving as the marker of a
person s inclusion in the political world the state s relations with its citizens were structured by rituals of celebration thanking and hatred
rites that required both political awareness and a demonstrable emotional response soviet functionaries transmitted this obligation to
ordinary citizens through the mechanisms of communal authority including workplace committees volunteer agitators and other forms of peer
pressure as much as through brutal state coercion yet the populace also often imbued these ceremonies with different meanings as a popular
f�te an occasion to get together after work a chance to purchase goods not available on other days and an opportunity to indulge in some
drinking the people also understood these political rituals as moments of negotiation whereby they would fulfill their patriotic duty but
expected the state to reciprocate by providing essential services and basic social welfare nearly universal passive resistance to required
attendance challenges theories about the mass internalization of communist ideology focusing on the last years of world war ii and
immediate postwar years yekelchyk shows how formulaic rituals under stalin could create space for the people to express their concerns
fears and prejudices as well as their eagerness to be viewed as citizens in good standing
Stalin's Citizens 2014-08-04 the soviet german war of 1941 45 is not only the unknown war but it was a complex of wars a battlefield
encounter a racial war a civil war an ideological war and a coalition war hitler versus stalin illustrates every aspect of the eastern
front campaigns from the nazis early blitzkrieg successes through the turning point of stalingrad to the climactic fall of berlin it presents a
panoramic view of this war using many images from russian collections that have never been published in the west before augmented by images
from german and british sources
Hitler Versus Stalin 2004-02 roughly ten million children were victims of political repression in the soviet union during the stalinist era the
sons and daughters of peasants workers scientists physicians and political leaders considered by the regime to be dangerous to the political



order ten grown victims who as children suffered banishment starvation disease anti semitism and trauma resulting from their parents
condemnation and arrest now freely share their stories the result is a powerful and moving oral history that will profoundly deepen the
reader s understanding of life in the u s s r under the despotic reign of joseph stalin
Silence Was Salvation 2015-01-27 with startling revelations tsuyoshi hasegawa rewrites the standard history of the end of world war
ii in the pacific by fully integrating the three key actors in the story the united states the soviet union and japan hasegawa for the first time
puts the last months of the war into international perspective from april 1945 when stalin broke the soviet japanese neutrality pact and
harry truman assumed the presidency to the final soviet military actions against japan hasegawa brings to light the real reasons japan
surrendered from washington to moscow to tokyo and back again he shows us a high stakes diplomatic game as truman and stalin sought to
outmaneuver each other in forcing japan s surrender as stalin dangled mediation offers to japan while secretly preparing to fight in the pacific
as tokyo peace advocates desperately tried to stave off a war party determined to mount a last ditch defense and as the americans
struggled to balance their competing interests of ending the war with japan and preventing the soviets from expanding into the pacific
authoritative and engrossing racing the enemy puts the final days of world war ii into a whole new light
Racing the Enemy 2006-09-30 a key addition to the societies at war series this book fills a gap in the existing literature on the second
world war by covering the range of challenges threats issues dilemmas and changes faced and dealt with by sweden during the conflict
Sweden, the Swastika and Stalin 2011-03-14 documents p 365 405 includes bibliographical references p 345 358 and index
Stalin's War of Extermination, 1941-1945 2001 forty years after his hitler a study in tyranny set a standard for scholarship of the nazi
era lord alan bullock gives readers a breathtakingly accomplished dual biography that places adolf hitler s origins personality career and
legacy alongside those of joseph stalin his implacable antagonist and moral mirror image
Hitler and Stalin 2019-12-11 hitler was the stooge stalin used to start world war ii stalin was the eminence gris behind the rise of hitler
and the nazis to power stalin envisioned world war ii as a replay of world war i in which the europeans would destroy each other and be ripe
for conquest stalin forged the mightiest political control apparatus and largest military machine in the world in the process tens of
millions were executed or perished in the vast gulag stalin planned to use this nightmare mechanism to conquer and control a war ravaged
europe stalin planned to defeat hitler in a massive surprise attack hitler preempted him by two weeks
Hitler, Stalin's Stooge 2004 a panoramic narrative of the years leading up to the second world war a tale of democratic crisis racial
conflict and a belated recognition of evil with profound resonance for our own time berlin november 1937 adolf hitler meets with his military
commanders to impress upon them the urgent necessity for a war of aggression in eastern europe some generals are unnerved by the f�hrer s
grandiose plan but these dissenters are silenced one by one setting in motion events that will culminate in the most calamitous war in history
benjamin carter hett takes us behind the scenes in berlin london moscow and washington revealing the unsettled politics within each country in
the wake of the german dictator s growing provocations he reveals the fitful path by which anti nazi forces inside and outside germany came
to understand hitler s true menace to european civilization and learned to oppose him painting a sweeping portrait of governments under siege
as larger than life figures struggled to turn events to their advantage as in the death of democracy his acclaimed history of the fall of the
weimar republic hett draws on original sources and newly released documents to show how these long ago conflicts have unexpected
resonances in our own time to read the nazi menace is to see past and present in a new and unnerving light
The Nazi Menace 2020-08-04 krigen som stalin vandt fra teherankonferencen 1943 til kampen om berlin 1945
The War that Stalin Won 1983 from the author of the international bestseller on tyranny the definitive history of hitler s and stalin s
politics of mass killing explaining why ukraine has been at the center of western history for the last century americans call the second world
war the good war but before it even began america s ally stalin had killed millions of his own citizens and kept killing them during and after
the war before hitler was defeated he had murdered six million jews and nearly as many other europeans at war s end german and soviet killing



sites fell behind the iron curtain leaving the history of mass killing in darkness assiduously researched deeply humane and utterly definitive
bloodlands is a new kind of european history presenting the mass murders committed by the nazi and stalinist regimes as two aspects of a
single story with a new afterword addressing the relevance of these events to the contemporary decline of democracy bloodlands is required
reading for anyone seeking to understand the central tragedy of modern history and its meaning today
Stalin 2013-01 a mesmerising chilling close up portrayal of stalin from milovan djilas a communist insider with an introduction from anne
applebaum author of gulag and iron curtain this extraordinarily vivid and unnerving book three meetings held with stalin during and after the
second world war djilas brilliantly describes the dictator in his lair cunning cruel enormously talented few books give as clear a sense of
what made stalin such a compelling figure and how he was able to hypnotise and terrify those around him djilas also describes the key members
of stalin s court beria malenkov zhukov molotov and khruschchev the result is a gripping account of the ruler at the height of his fame and
power
Bloodlands 2012-10-02 the use of terror has been a characteristic of russia from the days of the tsars during the great patriotic war
soviet soldiers and citizens feared not only the germans but the secret police the agents of the nkvd waged a merciless campaign against their
own people the full extent of this operation is told in this compelling study
Stalin's Secret War 1982 the first systematic study of the phenomenon of frontline surrender to the germans in the soviet union s great
patriotic war against the nazis in 1941 1945 showing that while people were disgruntled with stalin s rule most attempts to cross the
frontline stemmed from a wish to survive this war rather than a desire to support hitler s regime
Conversations With Stalin 2014-01-02
Stalin's Secret War 2010
Stalin's Defectors 2017
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